The liver is involved in infections by hepatotropic viruses that replicate in the liver and for which the liver is the main target. These include hepatitis A, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, and hepatitis E viruses. In all of these infections, hepatitis and liver damage arise as a consequence of the immune response to virus within the liver.[@B1-6801] In addition, the liver can be affected as part of a generalized host infection with viruses that primarily target other tissues, particularly the upper respiratory tract. Examples of this phenomenon include the herpes viruses (Epstein-Barr virus, cytomegalovirus \[CMV\], and herpes simplex virus), parvovirus, adenovirus,[@B2-6801] and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-associated coronavirus.[@B3-6801] Liver involvement in nonhepatotropic viral infections can range from mildly deranged liver biochemistry to fulminant liver failure. In most of these infections, hepatitis is thought to be a consequence of an immune response to viral antigens with a close topographic association between the presence of viral antigens and the associated inflammatory infiltrates in the liver. Loss of immune control may be responsible for the development of hepatitis in CMV hepatitis[@B4-6801] and other opportunistic viral infections such as adenovirus.[@B4-6801] Similar activities may also be involved in SARS-associated hepatitis, which is characterized by focal lobular lymphocytic infiltrates.[@B5-6801]

The paper by Polakos et al[@B6-6801] in this issue of *The American Journal of Pathology* broadens the mechanism by which viruses can cause hepatitis by demonstrating that viral-specific CD8^+^ T cells, generated in response to a viral infection restricted to sites outside the liver, can trigger T-cell-mediated hepatitis in the absence of viral antigens in the liver. They describe the involvement of the liver during pulmonary infection with influenza virus and demonstrate that hepatitis can occur even in the absence of detectable virus in the liver. The authors describe the hepatitis in influenza infection as "collateral damage" and suggest that it occurs as a consequence of the recruitment to the liver of CD8^+^ effector T cells that expand systemically in response to the viral infection. These observations are of great importance for understanding the involvement of the liver in systemic infections and elucidate some of the clinical syndromes of liver inflammation that cannot be easily explained by invoking antigen-specific T-cell responses in the liver.

Understanding Hepatitis in Influenza
====================================

It is known that severe influenza infection can be associated with abnormalities in liver biochemistry that resolve after successful clearance of the virus,[@B7-6801] but the current study is the first to look systematically for liver involvement in volunteers infected with influenza virus. Four of 15 subjects whom Polakos et al[@B6-6801] infected intranasally with influenza A/Kawasaki/86 (H1N1) developed elevated serum transaminases (more than three times the upper limit in two subjects), suggesting clinically significant hepatitis. Interestingly, the rise in liver enzymes occurred after pyrexia had settled, suggesting that it was not driven by the initial viral replication and consequent activation of innate immune responses. As the authors point out, the occurrence of hepatitis in influenza is intriguing because most strains of the virus only infect the epithelial cells of the respiratory tract, and viral antigens should not therefore be present in the liver. Previous studies have shown that the liver contains a substantial population of activated CD8^+^ T cells that are specific for immunodominant epitopes in primary and secondary influenza infection and that the numbers of influenza-specific CD8^+^ T cells in the liver reflects the severity of inflammation in the lung.[@B8-6801] However, these studies did not make the link between the hepatic T-cell infiltrate and significant liver damage. Rather, because a high proportion of liver-infiltrating lymphocytes in influenza infection are undergoing apoptosis, the focus was on the role of the liver in destroying antigen-specific CD8^+^ T cells during the resolution of the infection.[@B9-6801] The current paper extends these observations to demonstrate that the process of CD8^+^ T-cell infiltration of the liver in influenza infection can itself lead to clinically significant hepatitis.

Due to the constraints of the clinical study, the authors were not able to correlate the development of hepatitis with the magnitude of the anti-viral CD8^+^ T-cell response in the human volunteers. To investigate the immunopathology and kinetics of the hepatitis in more detail, they used a murine model in which both primary and secondary immune responses to influenza infection could be studied. This allowed them to show that the severity of hepatitis correlates with the magnitude of the anti-viral CD8^+^ T-cell response despite the lack of detectable virus in the liver. Further experiments demonstrated that antigen-specific CD8^+^ T cells were involved in the hepatitis and that neither NKT cells nor CD4^+^ T cells were required. Intriguingly, the hepatitis was markedly less severe in the absence of Kupffer cells, the resident macrophages of the liver. Thus, expansion of viral-specific effector T cells in influenza infection can give rise to clinically significant hepatitis by a mechanism they describe as "collateral damage." The lack of antigen in the liver distinguishes this collateral damage mechanism from the previously described bystander effect, in which a mixture of antigen-specific and nonspecific effector T cells mediate tissue damage at the site of infection.[@B10-6801]

Implications and Remaining Questions
====================================

The study raises several questions. First, how and why are activated T cells recruited to the liver in the absence of antigen? Previous studies have shown that activated T cells are retained in the liver in an antigen-independent manner as a consequence of interactions in the hepatic sinusoids between activated integrins on the T cell and constitutively expressed integrin ligands on sinusoidal endothelium.[@B11-6801; @B12-6801] The trapping of activated T cells in the liver is facilitated by the low flow rates and narrow caliber of the hepatic sinusoids, which promotes stochastic interactions with the rigid immunoblast as it passes through the liver.[@B13-6801] This mechanism would explain the unusual distribution of the lymphocytic infiltrate described by Polakos et al[@B6-6801] , in which foci were scattered throughout the parenchyma with intervening areas of the liver parenchyma appearing to be unaffected. This would be consistent with lesions developing where activated T cells are "trapped" as a consequence of natural variations in the speed of sinusoidal flow and/or the caliber of sinusoidal vessels. This contrasts with the diffuse infiltrate of portal tracts and lobules seen when lymphocytes are responding to hepatic antigen in livers infected with hepatotropic viruses.

Second, after being trapped in the sinusoids, how do effector T cells mediate liver damage in the absence of their cognate antigen? One mechanism could be local ischemic necrosis precipitated by trapping of lymphocytes in the sinusoids and the consequent disturbance in blood flow. However, the nature of the lesions in the present study is against such a simple mechanism. The foci are organized into multicellular aggregates associated with hepatocyte apoptosis, suggesting that after trapping, the T cells migrate across the sinusoids to interact with underlying hepatocytes. It is possible that influenza-specific T cells recognize a cross-reacting antigen on hepatocytes and trigger an "autoimmune" response. However, this seems unlikely given the fact that a similar hepatitis was seen when effector cells were expanded in response to two serologically distinct influenza viruses and to the model OVA peptide antigen SIINFEKL. Furthermore, the fact that resolution of the hepatitis paralleled resolution of the anti-viral response in the lung would argue against a classical autoimmune mechanism. It seems more likely that the recruitment of activated effector cells to the liver parenchyma results in direct activation of effector pathways by mechanisms similar to the bystander effect seen in other infections.[@B10-6801; @B14-6801] The mechanism of hepatocyte death involves apoptosis as demonstrated by terminal deoxynucleotide transferase-mediated dUTP nick-end labeling, and activated effector CD8^+^ T cells express several receptors, including CD40 ligand and Fas-ligand, that could trigger apoptosis in hepatocytes that are particularly sensitive to Fas-mediated death.[@B15-6801; @B16-6801] We cannot ignore the intriguing finding regarding the involvement of hepatic macrophages, Kupffer cells, in influenza hepatitis. Kupffer cells were required for the development of the lymphocytic foci but not for the recruitment of virus-specific cells to the liver. It is not clear how Kupffer cells promote hepatitis. Kupffer cells can kill hepatocytes directly via activation of Fas-dependent pathways, thereby contributing directly to local tissue damage,[@B15-6801] and interactions between Kupffer cells and infiltrating T cells can stimulate cytokine secretion, thereby promoting inflammation.[@B17-6801]

Third, the study has potentially important clinical implications for liver involvement in systemic viral infections. Activation of immune responses against other extrahepatic pathogens have been shown to promote the recruitment of memory/effector cells to the liver,[@B18-6801] and the normal human liver contains memory T cells with specificity for persistent viruses, including Epstein-Barr virus and CMV,[@B19-6801] but this does not usually lead to liver damage. By contrast in the collateral damage model proposed by Polakos et al,[@B6-6801] there is a pathological process leading to tissue damage. Further evidence that collateral damage in response to influenza virus may be clinically significant comes from recent reports that influenza infection can lead to exacerbation of chronic liver disease and can act as a trigger for liver allograft rejection.[@B20-6801] Hepatitis has been described in other respiratory infections, including respiratory syncytial virus, where its development is a poor prognostic indicator.[@B21-6801] Clinically significant hepatitis associated with focal lobular lymphocytic infiltrates has been reported in patients with SARS. In these cases, although SARS-associated coronavirus was detected in the liver tissues by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction, no viral particles were seen at electron microscopy.[@B5-6801] A recent study using a marmoset model of SARS-coronavirus infection reported a lymphocytic hepatitis with histological characteristics similar to those described by Polakos et al.^36^ The authors were unable to demonstrate SARS viral antigen or viral RNA in hepatic tissues, and although this might have been because of technical limitations, it suggests that SARS hepatitis is also driven by collateral damage mediated by virus-specific effector cells generated in response to the pulmonary infection rather than by T cells recognizing viral antigens in the liver. Alternatively, both mechanisms could operate in tandem to amplify liver damage

Finally, the collateral damage model proposed by Polakos et al[@B6-6801] in this issue of *The American Journal of Pathology* may be involved in other poorly understood forms of hepatitis. These range from the mild "nonspecific reactive hepatitis," seen in some cases of systemic febrile illness and characterized by focal parenchymal inflammatory lesions similar to those reported in the present study, to fulminant seronegative hepatitis, a rare but frequently fatal form of liver disease in which a T-cell infiltrate of the liver is associated with submassive hepatic necrosis. Searches for hepatic viruses in the latter condition have not been fruitful, and it is possible that liver damage here is also driven by collateral damage related to an extrahepatic viral infection triggering a rapid expansion of activated T cells.
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